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Background: Hispanics are the largest and fastest growing minority group in the United States. Charlotte, NC, had the 4th fastest growing Hispanic community in the nation between 1990 to 2000. Gaining understanding of the patterns of health care use for this changing population is a key step toward designing improved primary care access and community health.

Methods: The Multiple Attribute Primary Care Targeting Strategy process was applied to key patient- and community-level attributes describing the Charlotte Hispanic community. Maps were created based on socioeconomic status, population density, insurance status, and use of the emergency department as a primary care safety net. Each of these variables was weighed and added to create a single composite map.

Results: Individual attribute maps and the composite map identified geographic locations where Hispanic community members would most benefit from increased access to primary care services.

Conclusions: Using the Multiple Attribute Primary Care Targeting Strategy process we were able to identify geographic areas within our community where many Hispanic immigrants face barriers to accessing appropriate primary care services. These areas can subsequently be targeted for interventions that improve access to primary care and reduce emergency department use. The geospatial model created through this process can be monitored over time to determine the effectiveness of these interventions. (J Am Board Fam Med 2010;23:109–120.)

The US health care system is searching for ways to increase health care coverage and reduce costs. One clear strategy is to increase the access to and use of primary care and preventative services.\(^1,2\) Policy changes that increase access to these services must weigh both the community’s primary care needs and the provider workforce.\(^2,5\) Hispanics are the largest and fastest growing minority group in the United States.\(^6\) In addition, Hispanic community members are less likely to have a regular source of care and subsequently have lower rates of receiving many preventive services.\(^7\)

Many barriers prevent access to primary care services for the Hispanic populations in our community, including (1) lack of medical insurance, (2) socioeconomic factors, (3) language barriers, (4) lack of transportation to services, and (5) mistrust of the medical system.\(^8\) This causes many community members to forgo needed preventive medical services and wait until significant progression of their disease has occurred before they seek medical care. When medical services are obtained, they are often provided by alternative providers or acute care services. This inappropriate use of the emergency department (ED) for primary care services results in higher medical costs, overtaxing of the ED, and a negative impact on quality of care for all.\(^9,10\)
In contrast, primary care access builds doctor-patient relationships, improves treatment adherence and follow-up, decreases inappropriate use of EDs, and reduces hospitalization rates. Subsequently, overcoming barriers to primary care services for our community’s underserved Hispanic population has the potential to reduce medical costs, improve quality of care, and enhance overall community health.

For several reasons, our community provides an ideal setting in which to develop and monitor interventions that can improve access to primary care. First, Charlotte, NC, was the fourth-ranked metropolitan area in the nation in terms of proportional Hispanic growth, with a 932% increase between 1990 and 2000. This rapidly changing population must overcome many health care barriers, including a lack of overall capacity to receive primary care and preventive services. Second, preliminary data from our community shows that between 60% and 70% of all ED visits by Hispanic community members are for primary care preventable or treatable illness. Third, we have developed a regional primary care research network that has brought together health providers, community members, and researchers with the shared goal of improving community health by increasing access to primary care services. This network, The Mecklenburg Area Partnership for Primary Care Research (MAPPR) has embraced the ideals of community-based participatory research to build the partnerships needed to address health disparities for vulnerable populations, including Hispanic immigrants. Community-based participatory research is a mechanism for improving community health, effecting social change, and ameliorating health disparities within disadvantaged communities and that focuses on equal partnerships between researchers, clinicians, and community members during the research process. The network implemented principles of community-based participatory research by including community members in all steps of the research process—from development of the research question and oversight of data collection to data analysis and interpretation. Fourth, this network includes the third largest vertically integrated hospital system in the country: Carolinas Health Care System (CHS). This hospital system provides the majority of medical care for our community’s uninsured patients, allowing our research team to explore patterns of health care utilization for this underserved population. Based on previous unpublished work, focus groups of patients and providers in our community have suggested several possible reasons for why a patient may not use an available safety clinic despite its close proximity. The barriers identified included lack of education about the medical resources available, fear of persecution secondary to a lack of documentation or discrimination, inconvenient clinic hours coupled with an inability to miss work, language barriers, and long waiting times before the next available appointment.

As first steps to improving access to primary care services for the immigrant population, our team needed to identify geographic areas to target and have a robust system in place to evaluate the success of an intervention. To achieve these goals, we used the Multiple Attribute Primary Care Targeting Strategy (MAPCATS) system to analyze 5 key attributes describing the community’s Hispanic population. To start this process the MAPPR Community Advisory Board (CAB) developed the research question: Where in our community would Hispanic immigrants most benefit from increased access to primary care services?

**Methods**

This project was designed and overseen by the MAPPR network, a partnership between primary care providers, community members, and research team members. The network’s CAB consisted of the following members: The Carolinas Medical Center (CMC) Ambulatory Clinic System (CMC Eastland Family Practice Clinic, CMC NorthPark Clinic, and CMC Biddle Point Clinic); Our Lady of Guadalupe Church; The Bethesda Clinic (a local free clinic); The Mecklenburg County Health Department; The Department of Family Medicine; University of North Carolina at Charlotte Geography and Earth Sciences Department; and the Latin American Coalition. The CAB for the research network provided input and oversight for the research process using principles of community-based participatory research. During this project the advisory board involvement spanned from development of the research question to selection of attributes to oversight of research process and review of results.

The previously described MAPCATS process was applied to address the need for increased pri-
ary care access for the Charlotte Hispanic community (see companion paper earlier in this volume). The MAPPR team then identified 5 measurable attributes describing primary care needs for the Hispanic community. These attributes included (1) socioeconomic status, (2) population density, (3) insurance status, (4) inappropriate utilization of the ED, and (5) use of a primary care safety-net clinic.

After institutional review board approval was obtained, the raw data were extracted from the shared CHS databases; this data included insurance status, race/ethnicity, and information about ED and primary care clinic use. Additional census-based demographic data describing the racial and ethnic makeup for Mecklenburg County was purchased from Claritas (San Diego, CA). Capturing and incorporating data from 2 different sources and at 2 nested scales allowed the research team to reflect a more comprehensive and health-relevant portrait of the population, confirm accuracy of the different data points and assess the degree to which particular areas of our community—and the populations resident within those areas—were underserved with regard to primary health care options. The New York University ED algorithm was used to evaluate ED visits and determine whether they were primary care treatable or preventable.

The raw data from the CHS database was processed to be included in the geographic information systems (GIS) analysis in the following sequence. First, the data were narrowed down to only those patients in Mecklenburg County. Second, the original address and any other data used to identify patients (apart from an assigned geocode) was stripped from the data set to protect patient identification. Third, all patient data were reviewed to identify any census tracts with fewer than 50 community members of any single racial or ethnic group. If present, these data were removed and/or averaged into an adjacent census tract to preclude the possible identification of patients in the resultant maps.

All additional community descriptive data, including Hispanic population density, household income, and county race/ethnic data, were imported into ArcGIS (ESRI, Redlands, CA), allowing the team to assign weights to each attribute before creating maps. The next step in the MAPCATS process was to map out each attribute individually. Members of the research team and CAB reviewed maps of individual attributes to confirm that the data fit their perceptions of the primary care needs of the Hispanic community. Committee feedback included (1) what data were needed for the analysis, (2) how to weigh each measure, (3) the study area for the project, and (4) data exclusion criteria. The committee also confirmed measures for the protection of the data and to prevent patient identification. Next, combined maps were assembled based on several iterative evaluations of individual maps to determine appropriate weightings for a final map. Finally, combination maps incorporating assessed weightings were assembled, showing areas of Charlotte in need of increased primary care access specifically for the Hispanic community.

**Map Creation**

All potential attributes describing primary care need were mapped by census tract using ArcGIS (ESRI). Maps describing each attribute were examined by the research team and CAB; 5 key attributes linked to potential primary care demand were selected. Different data elements were examined to confirm the validity of each attribute. For example, the map of community-wide Hispanic settlement was compared with overall Hispanic ED use and was found to be proportional; maps of inappropriate ED use were compared with maps showing appropriate ED use, and these were found to be complementary. After the maps were revised based on feedback, composite maps were created using different weights for each attribute. After discussion and review of the maps, a strategy of equal weighting was selected (with the exception of primary care safety net use, which was weighted as a protective factor). The values for each of the 5 attributes were standardized, multiplied by the weighting factor, and added together for each census tract. The total was then standardized and the census tracts with values greater than 1 SD above the mean were selected for the composite map as target areas for a primary care intervention for the Hispanic community.

**Results**

**Maps of Individual Attributes**

Five attributes were selected using the MAPCATS process. These attributes were narrowed to capture data representing only Hispanic community members (Figure 1). Socioeconomic status and popula-
tion density data were pulled from the commercial database, Claritas. Insurance status, patterns of ED use, and primary care safety-net data came from the hospital system database.

Figure 2 shows Hispanic distribution of median household income by census tract. Lower income areas are predominately in and around the city center and to the west and east of the city. Areas with lower values of median household income indicate higher levels of need among Hispanic households for lower cost primary care services.

Figure 3 shows the Hispanic population density map using the number of people living in a census tract divided by the number of square miles in that tract. Areas with higher Hispanic population densities indicate potential areas of need and locations where centralized interventions might have the most efficient impact.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of Hispanic patients by census tract who were uninsured or have Medicaid insurance. The number of patients with either of these insurance types was divided by the total number of Hispanic community members living in each tract. Areas with higher levels of Hispanic patients who self-pay or use Medicaid were found roughly encircling and to the east of the city center, indicating higher levels of need for low-cost primary care services in these areas.

The map showing percent of inappropriate ED visits by Hispanic community members (Figure 5) reveals the percent of Hispanic ED visits for each census tract that were for primary care preventable or treatable issues. Areas with higher levels of ED use indicate higher levels of need for primary care services. Above-average use among the Hispanic community comes from several residential Hispanic settlement areas and covers a broad area of locations in and around the Charlotte community. Insufficient data for the city center indicates very low Hispanic population density in this area (as noted above, a cutoff of point was selected so that any tract having 50 or fewer people was removed from the analysis).

Data for primary care safety-net clinics were used to create maps showing the percentage of the population accessing these clinics (Figure 6). It is estimated that these 4 clinics provide primary care services for almost 80% of the uninsured residents of Mecklenburg County. Areas with higher levels of use for safety-net clinics indicate both an area of need and an area in which the Hispanic population is being served. For the purposes of this article, areas with higher percentages of the population using these safety-net clinics provided a protective effect for future primary care needs. This attribute was therefore weighed equally but inversely to the other attributes in the composite model.

Compilation Map
Figure 7 shows the maps based on the combined attributes that indicated target areas for interventions to increase primary care access for the Hispanic community. These areas showed higher levels of need based on all 5 of the selected attributes. One of the most significant target areas for the Hispanic community was located to the south of the city center; this area was not adjacent to a safety-net clinic. Other target areas surrounding and to the east of the city center were located near a safety-net clinic that serves primarily African American and white patients.
Discussion
This article demonstrates a new technique (MAP-CATS) that can be used to analyze patterns of health care use and other descriptive community-level data within a rapidly growing Hispanic community. This system identified geographic areas where increased access to primary care services could have the greatest impact on improving community health. We also propose that the MAP-CATS model can be used longitudinally to monitor...
changes in primary care access and need over time as a way to measure the effectiveness future interventions.

We have produced individual attribute maps that offer insight into community members’ health care choices and how these relate to other community variables such as income, insurance status, and immigration settlement patterns. For example, low-income uninsured or Medicaid patients who are not in an area that can access a safety-net clinic

Figure 3. Hispanic population density by census tract—Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, NC.
are more likely to go to the ED for problems that would be better treated or prevented at a primary care safety-net clinic. When all the attributes selected were combined to create a map of intervention target areas, we were able to provide detailed geographic information indicating where services were required and where their location would probably have the greatest positive impact; this fulfilled one of our primary goals in using the MAPCATS process and also assisted with the sec-

Figure 4. Hispanic emergency department patients, uninsured or using Medicaid, by census tract—Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, NC.
ond primary goal of decreasing primary-care-related visits to the ED.

Even among American-born adults reporting a usual source of primary care, barriers to timely access such as “no transportation” or “couldn’t get through on the phone” lead patients to use the ED as an alternative to primary care. A study of ED use in New Jersey reported that 47% of outpatient ED visits were potentially avoidable. Similarly, a 2001 study in Utah found that 4 out of every 10 ED
visits were identified as the primary care type. In Utah, primary care–type ED visits accounted for $131 million of the state's $281 million total ED hospital charges. Diverting primary care–type visits from the ED typically shows savings and improves quality of care. Calculations of savings depend on the analysis methodology used, the perspective of payer versus provider, and the different allocations of costs within a hospital’s departments. Despite these potential difficulties,
considerable interest exists on the part of payers and providers to investigate possible solutions to curbing increasing costs and problems associated with ED overcrowding.

Reducing the demand for ED services depends on increasing the use of other health services and particularly on improving access to primary care for preventive and nonurgent care, and referral to spe-

Figure 7. Target areas for interventions based on the combined attributes to increase primary care access for Hispanic population by census tract—Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, NC.
The Hispanic community is particularly underserved by primary care providers and suffers from disparities in both health care access and outcomes. The US Hispanic population experiences many barriers to access, as demonstrated by lower rates of health insurance coverage, a lack of ongoing medical care, decreased vaccination rates, and delayed access to prenatal care.\textsuperscript{24} Health care reform aimed at increasing access to primary care services must take into account current patterns of health services use and how this relates to descriptive community data. The MAPCATS process offers one method of using both descriptive community data and information about health care use to identify target areas within a community that would have the greatest potential benefit from increasing access to primary care and preventive services. The use of MAPCATS sets the foundation for future research in communities that are experiencing population changes. We are currently developing projects based on the MAPCATS process that will specifically address the needs for the communities that are in greater need of primary care. It will also be important to assess the communities in need compared with those with “average” accesses to understand the dynamic of primary care.
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